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GAZA CITY, GAZA STRIP
A fragile cease-fire between

Israeli forces and militants in
the Gaza Strip appeared to be
holding Sunday after a five-day
clash that killed 33 Palestinians

and two people in Israel.
The latest round of Gaza

fighting was sparked Tuesday
when Israeli jets killed three top
commanders from the Islamic
Jihad militant group in response
to earlier rocket launches from
Gaza. Those killings set off a
barrage of militant fire and the
conflagration threatened to

drag the region into another
all-out war until an Egyptian-
brokered cease-fire took hold
late Saturday.
While the calm appeared to

bring a sense of relief to Gaza’s
2 million people and hundreds
of thousands of Israelis who
had been largely confined to
bomb shelters in recent days,

the agreement did nothing to
address the underlying issues
that have fueled numerous
rounds of fighting between
Israel and Palestinian militant
groups in the Gaza Strip over
the years.
In Gaza, residents surveyed

Cease-fire between Israel,
militants appearing to hold
BY FARES AKRAM
AND TIA GOLDENBERG
Associated Press
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that would have required a $10
permit to do so.
“City legal said the permits

are not doable, basically,” Vice
Mayor Mike Hoheisel said. “We
wouldn’t be set up to issue
permits and track them and
enforce them, so that’s not in
there. It was also the number
one issue we got push back on

Wichitans could buy and
shoot aerial fireworks that now
are banned within city limits
under a proposal the City
Council will vote on Tuesday.
And the city has dropped a plan

was the fees.”
Bottle rockets and sky lan-

terns would still be illegal, and
penalties for selling and dis-
charging illegal fireworks would
increase.
Recommended changes were

put forth by a committee cre-
ated by Wichita Fire Chief
Tammy Snow to modernize the

fireworks ordinance, which
Snow has said is difficult to
enforce — particularly when
aerial fireworks can be pur-
chased so easily just outside
Wichita.
As it stands, it’s illegal to

shoot off fireworks with sparks
that go higher than six feet.
Staff recommends allowing
them from July 1-4 while con-
tinuing to allow non-aerial
fireworks, designated as “safe
and sane fireworks,” between
June 27 and July 4.
If the proposed changes are
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Fireworks for sale at a tent in Andover. Wichita is considering allowing aerial fireworks that are now illegal in city limits.

Vote this week could allow
aerial fireworks in city limits
BY MATTHEWKELLY
mkelly@wichitaeagle.com
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As the Biden administration
pushes the solar and wind power
industries to move their manu-
facturing back to the United
States, a soon-to-be-enacted tax
incentive is touching off heated
debate over who should get the
credit for making products here.
The shape of a new, lucrative

“domestic content” bonus for
clean energy manufacturing
came into focus Friday morning
when the Treasury Department
unveiled its plan for awarding the
subsidy. The tax credit, part of
the landmark climate package
President Biden signed last year
known as the Inflation Reduction
Act, is expected to help drive
billions of dollars in new invest-
ment for companies that build
their products in the United
States and source their steel, iron
and other materials domestically.
But the proposal also under-

scores how challenging it will be
to move some lines of produc-
tion away from China. In the
case of the solar industry, some
American manufacturers were
disappointed to learn that pan-
els will qualify for the 10 per-
cent tax credit even if a crucial
component in them, polysilicon
wafers, does not come from the
United States.
China dominates the market

for the wafers and the polysilicon
used in them, controlling some
95 percent of the supply. Even as
American companies make plans
to revive a domestic industry for
those products, some solar trade
groups warned that too many
firms would lose out on the credit
if it were conditioned on a do-
mestic wafer supply chain that
does not yet exist.
Mike Carr, executive director

of the Solar Energy Manufactur-
ers for America Coalition, a
group that represents domestic
companies seeking to manu-
facture wafers, called the ad-
ministration’s plan for the credit
“a missed opportunity to build a
domestic solar manufacturing
supply chain and advance our
climate goals.”
“Today’s announcement will

likely result in the scaling back of
planned investments in the crit-

Some US
industries
concerned
about
clean-energy
tax credit
BY EVAN HALPER
The Washington Post
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Suspects arrested around the
country in connection with
Wichita-area crimes often arrive
in the Air Capital by plane, spe-
cifically the Sedgwick County
Sheriff’s Office’s 1975 Rockwell
Commander.
By the end of the year, Sheriff

Jeff Easter will have a new air-
craft — a 2001 Beechcraft Boe-
ing King Air 350 previously
owned by the Kansas Highway

Patrol that the county is pur-
chasing for $2.5 million.
“We’ve got a great deal,”

Sedgwick County Commissioner
David Dennis said.
Easter told commissioners the

plane is actually worth about
$4.2 million. The lower price
point was negotiated with the
highway patrol and Textron
Aviation, which is building a
new plane for KHP.
Easter said his office racks up

an average of 1,560 flying hours
a year on two to three flights per
week.

The current Sheriff’s Office
plane has fallen into disrepair
and some Commander parts are
no longer being made, he said.
The commission set aside $1.8
million for a replacement plane
in 2021 but several other King
Air purchases fell through.
“Every time we turned around

and we found a plane and were
getting ready to buy it, some-
body offered a whole lot more
money than what we had avail-
able and it sold,” Dennis said.

Sheriff replacing old plane for
flying inmates from far-off states
BY MATTHEW KELLY
mkelly@wichitaeagle.com
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A Wheels Up Beechcraft King Air 350i sits on display at the Orlando
Executive Airport during the 2016 National Business Aviation
Association Convention. The Sedgwick County Sheriff’s Department
is purchasing a used King Air to transport inmates arrested out of
state.SEE PLANE, 2A


